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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AI\ID CONCLUSIONS

Listed below are the principal findings and conclusions of the extensive critical review of the relevant

literature, empirical research, interviews and analysis described in this report concerning the eflect

of Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) and Metra stations on residential property values in the Chicago

metropolitan regfon.

The regional benefits or comparative, advantages transit provides to neighborhoods by

improving accessibility, lessening congestion and reducing transportation costs make

residentid locations serrred by transit more raluable than comparable locations without transit

service. The relative value commtrnities or neighborhoods derive from transit can be expected

to increase as roadway congestion worsens.

Whether located in lower- or higher-income neighborhoods, proximity to CTA and Metra

stations positively affects the value of single-family houses, All othertrctors equal, home

prices decline as distance from a station increases. This inverse relationship is statistically

significant. For the areas sildied, beginning at 500 feet from a station" home prices decrease

by one percent for each increase in distance of 100 feet from a station up to 5,300 feet.

The increased prices for homes located closer to transit stations indicate that the enhanced

accessibility and flexibitty in the use of transport modes, and the savings of future

transportation costs from living near transit stations are capitalized into home prices. The

premium found to applyappears reasonable. This conclusion is supported by the finding that

the estfunated average annualcapitalized cost of living near a transit station of approximately

$3,400 plus the cost of commuting by train are less than the estimated annual parking and

automobile ownership cost of approximately $6,100, which could be saved by using transit

rather than driving.

Gntrrn GnusN + AssocrATgs PAGE v
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Although it was not quantitatively demonstrated in this study, the interviews conducted and

the literature ret/iew suggest the existence of enternalities such as noise, intrusion on privary

or congestion with respect to single-family houses located extlemely close to transit stations.

These disamenity effects may be minimized by sensitive design and planning actions, including

the use of noise reduction materials and landscaping.

This same research suggests, that due to differences in the stnrctures and consumer preference

factors, multi-family us€s are relatively less sensitive to these disamenity effects than single-

family uses.

Apartment properties located closer to train stations tend to realize higher rents and

occupancy levels than comparable apartments less conveniently-located to train stations.

The perception of neighborhood desirability is a dominant influence on property values and

more important than the presence of a transit station per se. The presence of transit stations,

however, where other positive locational factors exist, can facilitate the enhanc€ment of

neigtrborhood desirability, especially from those residential consumers, who place a premium

on their value of time.

The results of the assessment indicating that transit stations increase residentid property

values suggest the rationality of encouraglng transit-oriented development around transit

stations. Various mnnicipal policies that zupport transit-oriented development zuch as higher-

density zoning and redwelopment financing should be encouraged. It would appear

advant4geous to encourage higher-density multi-family uses adjacent to stations because

multi-funily ules are less likely to be sensitive to station disamenity effects. Higher-density,

multi-family uses located close to stations may also ma,ximize value capture and enhance

ridership.

Gntrrnr Gnnrx + Assocrartss Pecc vt
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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE, POLICY IMPLICATIONS,
WORK COMPLETED AND REPORT ORGANTZATION

PURPOSE

Transit affects land uses and urban form by improving accessibility, decreasing congestion and

reducing transportation costs. The primary purpose of the study undertaken by the staffof Gruen

Gruen + Associates (GGFA) and the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) was to assess the

effect of Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) and Metra stations on residential property values in the

Chicago metropolitan region.

The assessment surnmaiued in this report was primarily based on the use of the econometric

technique of regression analysis known as "hedonic price modeling". This statistical hedonic

modeling approach was used to isolate, or separate the effects, of individual factors influencing

residential properly values. The use of hedonic price modeling permitted the estimation of the effect

of transit station proximity on residential property values as a funclion of distance. This statisticd

approach was augm€fited with interviews both to facilitate interpretation of statistical results and to

suggest the effect of transit stations on multi-family uses not evaluated empirically.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The results of the assessm€nt indicate that the presence of transit stations not only increases

residential property values but also suggest the rationality of encouragng transit-oriented residential

development around transit stations. Various municipal policies that support transit-oriented

dwelopment such as higher-density zoning around stations and redevelopment financing should be

encouraged. It would appear advantageous to encourage higher-density multi-family uses directly

adjacent to stations because multi-family uses are less likely to be sensitive to station disamenity

Gnurn Gnunn + Assocrarrs PAcE I
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L .

effects. Ffigho-density, multi-family uses located close to stations may also maximize value capture

and enhance ridership.

WORK COMPLETED

In order to accomplish the study objectives, GCrfA performed the following tasks:

L Critically reviewed both urban economic theory on the determinants of residential

prop€rty values and empirical studies that use hedonic price modeting to estimate the

effect of transit stations on property values;

Developed a rich database using station sampling procedures and a data collection

plan. Collected sales price data for over 2,000 single family homes and data on

variables atrecting the value of residential property, including guructural, neighborhood

and transportation access data related to each sale obseryation. Data on station

characteristics was also collected for each statior/sardy area. The sales price data was

zubsequently geocoded to permit mea$.lrem€nt of distance from each sale observation

to the nearest station:

Drew upon our review of other studies and conzulted with commitee members and

RTA staffto identify and select study area geographic boundaries and stations that

lent themselves to meaningful statistical analysis;

Conducted ordinary least squares regression analysis to estimate housing price

variations across a sample ofhome sales as a function of distance to a CTA or Metra

station and analyzed the results ofthe statistical analysis of the data to derive a final

form of the hedonic model's regression equation;

3 .

4 .
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Drew on the resglts of the hedonic equation to estimate the transit proximity benefits

with respect to the price of an average house, holding constant all other variables.

The results of the operation of the model were used to explain the effect of other

significant variables on property values;

Used the hedonic model to estimate the impact of station characteristics on houung

values; and

ln order to increase our ability to analpe and interpret the statistical rezults, and to assess the

relationship between transit stations and multi-family uses, we conducted interviews with

residential real estate brokers to obtain qualitative insights on the impact of transit stations

on residential property values.

REPORT ORGAI\IIZATION

Chapter II presents an in-depth literature rwiew of transit capitalization included in residential

location and land value theory. We completed the literature rerriew to identi$ the tlpes of station

sites that could be most usefully selected for empirical analysis to gain new insights and, based on

oristing S*ry, to draw hypotheses regarding different 
'types 

of effects the presence of stations could

be orpected to have on property values. We complAed the rwiew to consider and describe the key

variables that affect residential property values and the relationship of these determinants that

influence values when transit stations are present.

The first part of Chapter II reviews both urban economic theory and empirical studies that relate to

regronal or genenal macro accessibility effects of transit stations on residential property values. The

second part of Chapter II presents a summary of empirical studies of the more complex issue of the

neighborhood or micro effects oftransit on values of adjoining residential properties. The important

concepts we have termed "macro" effects and "micro" effects are defined and distinguished in

Chapter II.

Gnurn Gnurn + AssocrATrs P^cE 3
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We reviewed the renrlts of previous attempts to statistically measure the effect of transit stations on

residential property values. This review helped structure our research and selection of data that

would facilitate the measuremerit of the effect of CTA and Metra transit stations on residential

property values. Chapter Itr s.rmmarizes the research methodology employed and data collected for

16 study areas covering 95 CTA and Metra stations. We also summarized the statistical lessons

learned from our review of the literature and how this influenced our data sampling and collection

ofdata.

Chapter tV describes the construction of a hedonic model to isolate the effect of proximity to CTA

and Metra stations on single-family home values. It describes the final form of the equation as well

as the variables used in the model and their hypothesized effect on sales price.

Chapter V presents and interprets the results of the hedonic model's regression equation. The

estimated coefficient as well as confidence level are presented for each variable. The results of using

the equation to estimate the transit proximity premium for an average house are shown based on

varylng distances from a station. We also used the results of interviews with residential real estate

brokers to help interpret the hedonic model and draw preliminary conclusions of multi-family uses

not considered in the empirical analysis.

Appendix A presents our summaf,y of the transit facility and study area, property type considere4

methodology, accessibility measure and results of the studies we,rwiewed that used a hedonic

approach. Appendix B presents our abstracts of some of the articles we reviewed on the use of

hedonic models for estimating residential land and property values. Appendix C describes the impact

of station characteristics on housing values.

Gnurn Gnnrn + AssocrATBs PrcE 4
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CHAPTER tr

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE
'' TRANSIT CAPITALIZATION'' LITERATURE

INCLUDED IN RESIDENTIAL LOCATION AND LAND VALUE TEEORY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents an in-depth rwiew ofthe "transit capitalization" literature included in residential

location and land value theory. We completed the review to identi$ the tlpes of station sites that

could be selected for empirical analysis to gain new insights and draw study area boundaries that

would faciliate the measurement of residential property values. We also reviewed the literature to

draw hypotheses regarding different types ofeffects stations can be expected to have on property

values. Our review also considered the key variables that afu residential property values and the

relationship of these determinants that influence values when transit stations are present.

The first part ofthis chapter rwiews both urbur economic theory and empirical studies that relate to

regonal or general macro accessibility effects of transit stations on residential property values. Both

the theory and empirical research clearly show that macro accessibility effects for homes in

commtrnities with transit senrice have higher values than homes in comparable communities without

transit service. ldacro aocessibility refers to the reduction in transportation time or enhanced access

from one relatively large area or s€t of residential sub-markets to and from travel origins and

destinations in other relatively distinct areas. Our review of this general accessibility effect on

residential values demonstrates that further empirical research on this effect is unnecessary to show

the gureral accessiUitity benefits of transit service. That is, the general accessibility benefits of transit

service have been clearly and definitively established in numerous studies. Therefore, the general

accessibility benefits of transit service were treated as an a priori parameter and were not studied

empirically. We would note, however, that our consideration of the literature leads us to conclude

that the comparative advantage transit provides neighborhoods or communities can be expected to

Gnurnr Gnunx + Assocrarrs Pece 5
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increase as roadway congestion increases. The relative value benefit reflected in residential property

values in regions served by transit can be expected to increase accordingly.

By improving accessibility, lessening congestion and reducing transportation costs, transit increases

residential property values. While transit is an important factor, it is obviously not the only factor or

variable that influences residential property values. As discussed below, the set of characteristics

associated with individual neighborhoods are especially important determinants of residential property

values. We distinguis[ then" between the regional or between neighborhood or community effects

associated with the presence or absence of transit, which we have termed "macro" effects and the

more difficult to measure neighborhood or umicrou effects that influence property values. This

categorization facilitates both the conceptualization and measurement of the effects of transit on

property values,

The second part of the chapter presents a summary of empirical studies of the complex iszue

conceming the neighborhood or micro effects of transit on values of adjoining residential properties.

The values of housing even in a given neighborhood may vary by the environmental nature of the

station and the land uses adjoining the station. Depending on environmental effects and possibly

other frctorg a station will be viewed as either an amenity or disamenity or as neutral. Commercial

or industrial uses will not be impacted by a station in the same way as are residential uses.

As would be elpected" our review ofthe empirical studies of other transit systems indicates that while

the quantitative relationships and degree of impact on residential property values are not the same for

the differing neighborhoods or markets studied, the effect of transit stations on residential property

values was generally found to be positive. Some studies we reviewed indicate that the impacts of

transit stations on the values of homes located extremely close to stations can be negative because

of disamenity effects and that muhi-family uses are relatively more immune than single-family homes

to such disamenity affects.

Gnurn Gnuru + Assocrarr{i P^GE 6
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While some of the previous studies would have benefited from distinguishing more clearly between

nucro and micro effects, the empirical research done to date provides a useful information base for

selecting variables and sampling procedures for setting up hypotheses to be tested about the proximity

effects of CTA and Metra stations on residential property values.

The focus of the literanre reniew is on empirical snrdies that used the "hedonic" approach to compare

price variations across multiple properties as a fuirction of distance or proximity to a particular transit

facility. Hedonic price models, the approach we have selected, use multiple regression analysis to

statistically control for the attributes that comprise the "housing bundle". Researchers have used

hedonics to identiS and orplain variation in property values as a function of differences in the ler/els

and combinations of structural, neighborhood, accessibility and arnenity level characteristics of

houses. Hedonic pricing models permit researchers to estimate the marginal contribution of each of

the atfiibutes to the total price (value) of a house. Studies using other methodologies such as John

McDonald's "The Effect of Anticipated Transportation Improvement on Residential Land Values",

(1994) were also rwiewed. The transit studies summarized herein use sales price as the dependent

variable and distance from the nearest tansit station as the criticd independent variable for modeling

the price effects of transit.

Appendix A presents our summaf,y of the transit facility urd study arca, property tlpe considered,

methodology, accessibility measure and results of the studies we rwiewed that used a hedonic

approach. Appendix B presents our abstrasts of some of the articles we rwiewed on the use of

hedonic models for estimating residential land and property values.

LITERATIJRE REVIEW AND DETERMINAI\ITS
OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY VALUES

Trensit Providcs Mecrc Accessibilitv Benefits

Urban economic theory and empirical studies of a broad variety of housing markets clearly

demonstrate the existence of general macro accessibility benefits for communities served by transit

Gntrrn Gnurn + AssocIATBs Prcz 7
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service. These benefits confer higher home values than comparable communities without transit

service. The empirical studies reviewed below show the macro accessibility benefits of residential

market areas that varied from serreral miles to an entire county. Some of the residential market areas

encompassed more than one housing submarket.

Urban Economic Theora of the
Determinants of Residential Property Vdue

The modern model of residential location and urban land values initially dweloped by Christaller

(1933) described urban land values as a function of transportation costs from the centrd place (l).

Subsequent urban economists, particularly Alonso (1964), Muth (1969) and Mills (1972) have

augmented and refined classic housing land value theory (2). These analysts built urban residential

land marke models, assuming a central place, to which residents seek to travel at a minimum of time

and cost. In addition to this travel functioq there are other determinants of land value such as

physical factors (these bear on development costs as well as have amenity impacts), amenity factors,

and preferences for housing size (lot and unit). Muth's model, for example, considers the trade-offs

that households of varying incomes make b*ween their preferencos for land and house size, the

avoidance oftransportation costs and preferences for other goods (3).

Urban transit systems improve the relative accessibility of the locations they serve. Accordingly,

based on the urban economic theory described above, which has been confirmed by substantid

housing market researc[ preferences for accessibility are "capitalized" into higher property values

for sites near system access points such as transit stations. This is reflected in higher bid prices for

houses in more accessible locations.

Under all of these variants ofthe modern urban residential land market models, however, the market

price of a particular residential site is primarily a function of the site's accessibility to local and

regional economic activities. Gruen (1984) expanded the modern and improved variants of the

standard central place model to determine land value and residential location patterns as a function

of the trade-offs among: (l) transportation costs; (2) housing size; (3) other housing attributes; and

Gnurn Gnunw + AssocrATrs PAGE 8
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(4) social factors, where the transportation cost variable applies to multiple activity nodes rather than

just the central business district (4).

Empirical Studies of the Macro Elfects of Transit on Property Values

This section of Chapter tr zummuizes some ofthe recent empirical studies whose results support the

well-established urban economic theory by Alonso et. al. described above thst transportation to a

residential marke area or set of residential market areas (region or community) increases residential

property values relative to comparable market areas without such transit senic€. Each of the studies

models a different property market and different transportation facility during a different period.

lvlany ofthe unpirical studies, such as those by Landis and Cervero (1995) discussed below, do not

clearly distinguish between nucro accessibility and micro proximity effects. Accessibitty benefits on

property values at the macro lwel tend to be frequently taken as a glven and therefore, empirical tests

are more robust as to micro proximity effects.

Some of the empirical transit studies have focus€d on the Bay fuea Rapid Transit (BART) system

located in the San Francisco Bay area. Landis and Cervero (1995), derived hedonic property value

equations for two San Francisco Bay area counties to determine the effect of proximity to a BART

station on single-family home sale prices, multi-family rental rates and the value of commercid

buildings and land (5). Thcy fourd that there are significant residential but not commercial price and

rent premiums associated with proximity to BART stations. Though they did not make a clear

distinction betrveen the effects, the researchers studied both macro accessibility and micro proximity

effects. As to mecrc eccecsibility findings, in both counties, singlefemily homc prices in 1990

wcrc ebout $70,000lccs for homes ebout 20 miles distant from e BART stetion then for homes

directly adjecent to BART.

On a macro level, consistent with the urban economic theory, the value of land and commercial

Gnurn Gnurx + Assocrarrs P^cE I
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buildings have been found to be significantly enhanced by the provision of transit service. Gruen

Gruen + Associates (1981) estimated the increase in land value that downtown San Francisco

property owners receive from a high level of San Francisco Municipal Railway (MIIM) service as

a result ofthe afrglomeration MUM helps to create (6) The type of benefits derived from the higlr

level of accessibility afforded bv MUNI were found to include:

Workers', customers', and clients' transportation cost savings;

Increased accessibility among and between businesses;

Lower lerrels of congestion;

Minimization of required streets and parking;

Modmization of density potential;

Mar<imization of feasible development density potential; and

Facilitation of continued growth.

The quantifiable portion of the benefits ofMUNI to the downtown was measured by estimating the

changes in transportation costq which would leave less money available for rent, and reduced demand

for downtown office and commercial space. I)owntown workcrs, done, werc estimeted to

erpericncc in the rbccnce of the specid lcvel of senice prcvided, edded ennual transportrtion

costs of $50 million dollan to over $91 million dollers. At the beginning of our worh Gruen

Gruen + Associates hypothesized that the same tlpe of benefits would apply to Chicago's centrd

business district as the result of the high lwels of service that the CTA and Metra provide to that

area.

Gnurn Gnurw + Assocrarr{t PAGE lO
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Armstrong (1994) studied the impact of both station and transit right-of-way on the value of single-

family houses in the Boston area (7). One of the eleven cornmuter rail routes of the Massachusetts

Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) was chosen for analysis. The commuter rail line selected had

to meet several criteri4 including:

The line had to extend a significant distance from Boston proper to provide the ability

to identify property value changes resulting from varying regional and local

accessibility;

There had to be a sufficient sample of transactions of detached single-family

residential properties available in a limited time period as possible to reduce the

introduction of any unwanted time series variation into the data set;

The line had to be representative of the 6pe and quality of service available

throughout the entire commuter rail system;

There had to be minimal impact from freight train operations on the same line used

by the commuter rail operations; and

There had to be minimal influence from other commuter rail lines upon the study area.

Armstrong selected the line ttrat met most of the criteria except it operated on a right-of-way shared

with freight senvice. The researcher selected the service area for the line that included communities

which fell more than 50 percent within a region about ten miles from the line. Thirty-eight

municipalities were included in the study area. Four hundred fifty-one (451) utes from 1990 were

utilized. Travel time to the nearest cornmuter rail station and nearest local highway interchange as

well as walking distance if the residence is within one mile of the station were a few of the

accessibility variables used in the study.

Gnunn Gnurn + Assocrargs
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Armstrcng's rcsults indicate that singlefamily homes located in communities with a commuter

rail station heve a velue which is approximately 6.7 percent greater then homes in other

communities. The researcher believes this impacts primarily from the perceived effect of having a

station in the same cornmunity as the residence, regardless of the actual travel time to the station.

For a home located within a community with a commuter rail station, variations in driving times to

the station are probably minimal because a few miles of driving time may only translate into several

minutes of driving time. The Armstrong snrdy zupports the theory reviewed above regarding general

macro accessibility benefits; namely, that entire communities with transit service have higher home

values than similar residential structures in those communities without transit service.

Voith (1992) estimated the house value prenriums in Philadelphia associated with CBD-oriented train

senvioe provided by the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) and how this

changed over the 1970 to 1988 p€riod (8). Voith found that rail service is an economically significant

positive contributor to suburban Philadelphia house values.

Economic shifts and real estate cycles significantly influence the dema*ds for and values of alternative

land uses at any given point in time. Between 1970 and 1977 , the house value premium for train

service declined from $12,519 to $5,541. This decline was coincident with rapid declines in

employment in the City ofPhiladelphia. From 1978 to 1984, the house value premium was relatively

stable averaging $8,930 over the period. The lind four yeen of the samplc period witnessed

dramatic gnwth in theprtmium essocisted with trein service, incrcering from $tJ99 in l9t4

to $20,565 in l9tt, en increase of neerly 145 pcrcent. This period mirrored a period of rapid

development of Philadelphia's CBD and the relative health of the city as a whole.

This is an example of the empirical problems associated with the statistical impedance or "noise"

introduced by value changes due to real estate cycles. Future studies may be able to use a price index

to measure changes in real estate price levels as suggested by Nancy Wallace in her recent Federal

,Reserve articie entitled "Hedonic-Based Price Indexes for Housing: Theory, Estimation, and Index

Construction" (1 996) (9).

Gnurx Gnunn + Assocrarns P r c e  I ?
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To examine the correlation between changes in train service premiums and changes in city

ernploymant, Voith regressed the level ofthe premium on lagged employment growth. He found that

a one percent growth in city employment increased house value by $1,894.

These findings suggest a strong interrelationship between the city economy and the part of the

suburban housing market accessible to the CBD by train. Although Voith's study examined the

Philadelphia market, we believe this result of the Voith study applies to the Chicago market by

showing generally that economic rycles atrect house premiums. For those suburban areas accessible

to the CBD by traiq house premiums may increase during strong economic rycles,

All the studies we rwiewd including the one by Voith, found that workers trade offhousing dollars

for time - the faster and easier it is to get to a residential location the higher the price, when other

demand factors such as structural and social attributes are held constant. This may be particularly

tnre for workers zuch as the many professionals in Chicago's Loop who are sensitive to the effect of

time as they charge for services by the hour.

This $'pothesis is consistent with the fndings ofthe clraracteristics oftenants of transit-based housing

in the east Bay fuea studied by recently Cerrrero (1996) (10). Cervero concluded that "(w)hat most

distinguishes residents of housing near rail stations is their tendency to work downtown and in other

locations well senred by transit.. Cenrero's study shows ttrat housing near transit stations is attractive

to managerial professiona[ clerical and accounting workers who are all in office occupations, These

white-collar respondents accounted for almost 75 percent of all respondents in developments near

transit stations compared to about 50 percent of unployed residents in white collar occupations in

the surrounding snrdy area. Households located near transit stations also tended to have higher

annual incomes than households in the overall study area.
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Neighborhood or Micro Proximity Elfects

Empiricel Studies of the Neighborhood or Micro
Effects of Transit on Residential Property Values

It is important to clariry the difference between the macro accessibility effects of transit and the

proximity effect of a specific station on adjoining properties. Housing price theory suggests that a

home provides a combination or "bundle" of services that satisft housing demand. Many of the

factors in that btrndle o(c€,pt distance as measured by time or costs are attributes related to structure,

lot size and most importantly, neighborhood. As noted earlier, we distinguish between the two tlpes

of accessibility effects by referring to proximity effects or within neighborhood effects as "micro".

The above studies that considered the effect of transportation time reducing/accessibility-enhancing

linlcs on residential markets $ggest that when structural and social variables are held constant or are

accounted for statistically, values rise when fansit is present. That is, in the absence of countervailing

dernard factors the reduction of spuial friction or the time or cost associated with traveling to a place

make residential locations more valuable.

This section summarizes empirical studies of the neighborhood or micro eflects of transit on

residentid property values. Environmental effects such as noise, pollutio4 vibratioq possible loss

of privacy and view fiom both transit and freeways may interact with social factors to influence value.

If these influences are negative, economists refer to them as disamenities, These studies show that

the type of station facility may significantly influence micro property value effects, at least with

respect to homes located orfemely close to stations. Stations that generate dirt, dust, noise, etc., a^re

likely to negativety impact property values of nearby homes. Stations that are attractive and provide

civic space may be an amenity that serve to increase values.

In the same study described above in the macro accessibility section, Landis and Cervero (5) also

studied the micro proximity effects. They found thet in 1990 single-family home prices in the two

counties declined by about $2.00 per meter of distance from the netrest BART stetion. The

researchers also introduced a municipality variable into their model which showed that homes in
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certain communities had higher home values than homes outside those communities. The

introduction of this variable did not diminish the significance of the distance to a BART station.

Homes near BART still commanded a premium over homes further away from stations across

municipalities. This finding highlights the importance of using a variable to capture the efus of

ditrering neighborhoods. [n our analysis described nrbsequently, household income was used as such

a variable. We should note that the findings in this study are not particularly surprising because Landis

et. al. studied relatively newer stations in suburban locations where newer housing dwelopments are

located near the BART stations. I{ad the researchers studied the Powell Street BART station in San

Francisco, for example, which is near lower-income housing, the results may have been different,

The researchers found a smdl premium on multi-family rental ratcc et prcpertier puimate to

e BART stetion, They did not find any significurt office rent premium and increase in commercial

buildings or land values associated with proximity to downtown San Francisco BART stations. The

researchers concluded that transit service is capitalized into residential property values but not

commercial property values for ttree reasons:

Commercial spaoe near BART stations is plentifirl so ttrat the scarcity value associated

with transit access is dissipated in the market;

An oversupply of commercial space and undersupply of residential property in the

1980's and 1990's may have contributed to the residential market value associated

withBART proximity. This is because proximity of commercial space to BART was

less of a selling point than competitive rents; and

Many BART stations inqlude significant amounts of parking which serves to expand

BART's auto-accessible service area. This reduces the capitalization effect of

commercial space near BART stations,

l .

2.

3.
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The researchers obserued that their findings regarding commercial building values may be due to the

particular year used in the study. In 1993, there was a severe downturn in Bay Area office markets

and vacancy rates were very high. The researchers noted the development of BART stations in

connection with public policies to encour€e office building construction around station sites resulted

in the preponderance of ofEce space built in San Francisco since 1973 being located within one to two

blocks ofBART stations. The researchers also noted that the amount of office spaqe and jobs added

to downtown San Francisco since BART's development in the 1970's could not have been

accomplished without the high capacity access provided by BART. *...BART presence was

unquestionably a vital and necessary pre-condition for much of the growth (of ofEce space) that did

occur." (l l)

Armstrong (7) dso looked at the micro or neighborhood proximity effects to a stEtion. Thc qgults

for those rccidcncw thet rrc within welking distence of thc stetion indicete a negativc eficct

on propcrty vrlue rr distencc to the strtion decreesec within one milc from the strtion. This

rnay be the result of station-generated pedestrian and auto traffic and noise which rerults in a decline

in value due to the nuisance etrect. The findings regarding property value losses sustained as a result

of proximity to the commuter rail right-of-way af,e inconclusive. Although a statisticdly significant

property value loss of about 20 percent was identified for properties within 400 firet of the right-of-

way, the difference betwesn the loss attributable to commuter rail service proximity impacts and that

attributable to freight rail service proximity impacts could not be distinguished.

Al-Mosaind, Dueker and Strathman (1993) undertook a study to analyze sales prices of homes

located near light-rail transit stations in metropolitan Portland, Oregon (12). The recerrchen found

that singlefemily homes within e Sfl) meter (1/4 mile) welk of Portlend's light rail system sold

at a premium of $4J24 whcn compercd to properties locetcd within the study erce but with

welking distancec greetcr then 500 meters. The totel contribution of prorimity to stetions in

home prices, on rvcrage, wls lbout 10.5 percent.
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The results imply a positive price influence of proximity the closer the home is to a statioq except

for homes located extremely close to a station. The results are consistent with the hypotheses that

proximity to light-rail stations improves accessibility and results in transportation cost savings for

residents near those stations.

Gatzlaffand Smith (1993) examined the impact of the development of the Miami Metrorail system

on residential property values proximate to its station locations (13). Eight stations sites were

selected along the transit corridor and represent a wide variety of neighborhood chsracteristics - from

deteriorated to developing to mature. Single-family d*ached residential sales from 1971 to 1990

were used for 912 properties that were within the same one-squsre mile section as a rail station.

Using a hedonic regression method showed that the rail dwelopmcnt announc€ment impact on

residential property values was weak. The impact also does not appear to vary signtficantly by

property distance from the station. The impact, howwer, is quite varied across neighborhood t1pes.

For exemple, the rnnouncement of thc Metrorril dwelopment werkly (not statirticelly

signilicent et the 90 pcrcent confidencc levcl) increesed the vduc of existing prcpcrtica

prorimete to stations in higher-income neighborhoodr crperiencing growth loceted south of

the CBD, relrtive to declining neighborhoodr locetcd nofth of the CBD.

The researchers hypothesized that the economically viable areas south of the CBD could support land

use changes - single-family to multi-family or single-family to commercial - to which the trenrit

feciliteted end thereby would incrtase vdue. Altematively, in the nortb the expected congestion

effects due to the rail development may include expectations of increased crime. This hlpothesis

(without empirical research) which diflerentiates bstween differing use types is perhaps more

intoesting than the snrdy itself. It suggests that transit station proximity may have different impacts

on alternative use tpes (single-family, multi-family, commercial *c,) and may vary by social

conditions within a neighborhood

Nelson (1992) pointed out the potentially differing effects of elevated heavy-rail transit stations on

the value of single-family homes in residential neighborhoods (14). This study is particularly relwant
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because not only does Nelson recognize the inte'nelationstrip between social areas and transit, but also

because he studies an older urban transit system that is similar to the RTA's system. The effects

could be negative because transit stations impose noise, traffc and other negative externalities on

neighborhoods. This should serve to reduce the value of residences closer to stations. Conversely,

positive values can be pres€nt as the result of enhanced accessibility and reduced transportation costs.

Nelson hypothesized that transit stations would have a positive effect on the values of single-family

homes in lower-income neighborhoods because the accessibility benefits more than offset any

disamenity factors. Nelson postulated that transit stations may have a negative effect on the value

of residences in higher-income neighborhoods due to the externalities offsetting the accessibility

beirefits. Note though that where, as is often the case, neighborhoods separated by rail tracks have

ditrering locational images and socioeconomic characteristics, findings of lower values of houses

located in the more afluent neighborhoods nearer stations may be attributable to their proximity to

the less desirable neighborhood. This is an example of the rail line and station being a border that

s€pardes the social character of the neighborhood and then sets up a self-reinforcing trend of social

differences.

To identify the effea of elevated heavy-rail transit stations on single-family homes with respect to

neighborhood income levels, Nelson studied one area of Atlantq Creorgia: a portion of the "East

Line" of the heavy-rail system operated by the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority

(I{ARTA). The snrdy area was divided into "noth" and "south" subareas separated by the t\dARTA

track. The north subarea is characterized as consisting of predominantly white, middle-class

residents, with more afrluent sections. The south zubarea is characterized as consisting of a

predomiruntly lower middle-income population with low-income sections. These elevated stations

serve the area. The study area is reasonably homogeneous in terms of housing stock age and

household socioeconomic ctraracteristics, aside from various income levels observed along both sides

ofthe track, This homogeneity facilitates the analysis of station influences. Both sides of the tracks

contribute equally to transit ridership, althouglr slightly more members of the labor force residing in

the south use public transit to commute to work.
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The rtsults show that in the south suberea, the ferther a house was loceted from an elevated

transit station, the lower its value. Specifically, a house declines in velue by $1,045 for every

lfi) feet it wrs further eway from a station. Conversely, in the north subarea, the farther a house

is from an elwated transit statiorl the higher was its value. For every 100 fbet further away from the

station, a house increased in value by $965. Nelson was unable to conclusively determine whether

these observed effects are related to transit station distance, or whether some of the effects are due

to the proximity to less desirable neighborhoods. We hypothesize that because residents in lower-

income neighborhoods will not have as wide a range of options for housing quElity and size in

combination with other factors as might those in higher-income neighborhoods, the accessibility

benefits and oppornrnity of home ownership may outweigh the disamenity effects of locating near

transit stations. This is a significant because it suggests the need to consider the social make-up of

neighborhoods in future studies.

Ferguson, Goldberg and Mark (1988) examined the pre-senrice impacts from l97l to l9E3 of a

transportation improvement on prices in a single-family housing market through which a light-rail

transit system pesses in Vancouver, Canada (15), The results indicated that the market took about

three years to react after the announcement of the station locations. We note that this is a not

unexpected market imperfection. The reselrchers found that in l9til thc vdue of e prcpefty

decrceccd by $4.90 pcr foot of distence firm the station, but only for homcs within lrt00 feet

of e stetion. Prior to 1983, there was no market reaction to the announcement of transit service.

It is possible the market did not weigh heavily the early announsements because the development of

rapid transit had been proposed for many years. The researchers also found that a property's location

relative to the line itself did not affect property values. The researchers hypothesized that the

increased price for locetions closer to the station could indicate the capitdization of future

transportation savings from living close to a station location.

The results may also reflect a speculative element in the market. Prices may have been bid up near

the statiorl with the expectation of higher gains in the future if station areas are developed or if there

is a higher capitalization of the transportation savings in the future.
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Benjamin and Sirmans (1994) investigated the inipact on rent and value for residential income

properties located near WashingtorL D.C. metrorail stations (16). Their results show thet distence

fiom a mefir strtion hes en edverre efiect on epertment rcnt, i"e., eech one-tenth mile incrcese

in distance from the stetion results in a decreasc in rent per rpartment unit of tboat 2 Yz

percent Thus, when distance has increased to one-half mile from the metro station, rent has declined

by more than ten percent. This study indicates that the value of multi-family units are strongly

increased by proximity to transit stations.

Implications of Neighborhood or Micro Prcrimity Efiects

The impact of a transit station Eppears to have ditrcring effects on differing neighborhoods or

differing land use types. This suggests that there is a variable that is needed to capture the social

mak+up of an area. The usocial geograptry" of an area that Guen (1984) used to expand the modern

central place model also significantly influences housing prices. The inclusion of this variable

significantty adds to the permutations ofthe modern model of urban residential lurd values described

above (Gruen 19E4) (4).

Obviously, some neighborhoods are poceived by consrmers of residertial space to be more desirable

than others. Holding all other d*ernrinants constarq market dynamics will cause land values of areas

perceived to be relatively more desirable to be higher than the land values for areas with a lower

locational adrantage. The quality ofpublic schools, the local crime rate, the lwel of recreational and

culturd ame,nities, the qnality ofthe homes, as well as the lwel of congestion and noise, are examples

of the social and culturd detenninants of demand.

A principal conponant ofthe social frctor ttrc affects housing value is the demographic (income, age

urd type of household) make-up of the pres€nt and anticipated residents. The social factor is often

a more important determinant of housing price than the influence of housing quantity and

transportation cost variables emphasized in the urban residential market models described above,
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METEODOLOGY, DATA COLLECTED AND STUDY AREAS

This chapter sunmarizes the statistical lessons learned from inconclusive or unclear results associated

with some of the ernpirical studies reviewed in Chapter II and the research methodology employed

and data collected for 16 study areas covering 95 CTA and Metra stations located through the

Chicago metropolitan service area in response to these lessons.

STATISTICAL LESSONS LEARNED FROM T]NCLEAR
OR INCONCLUSTVE RESULTS OF STUDIES REVIEWED

To minimize problanrs of controlling for the effect of real estate rycles, it is desirable to obtain

data covering receflt sale transactions for a conc€nmtd pedod oftime. In the future, it may

be posible to use a price index that measures changes in real estate prices and qudity lerrels

over time;

The area surrounding the transit station including the social factors that Gruen identifies as

key may interact with the use and station type variables to also impact the manner in which

transit stations affect property values. We used a sampling procedure to select areas with

reasonably comparable socioeconomic ctraracteristics so as to facilitate controlling for income

effects. We used income as a proxy to caphrc the social mak+up of differing neighborhoods.

Because ofthe importa,nce of the social variable and potentid for statistical error or "noise",

we not only used the social variable, but also selected study areas that were not located next

to each other;
:,

While some of the snrdies o<amined transit proximity impact by one qpe of rail line (i.e., light

rail,.elevated, heavy rail, etc.), none of the studies explicitly used 6'pe of station as an

independent variable. An improvement to all of the models reviewed would be to use tlpe

of station as a variable. This would allow the measurement of how the impacts of newer,
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more aesthetically-appealing stations compare to the impacts made by older, elevated or more

unsightly stations. As noted below, due to data limitations, and because the CTA and Metra

systerns include many older stations, we were unable to use station age or renovation status

as variables in the model.

DATA COLLECTED FOR STUDY AREAS

Based on our literature review, including an identification of those variables found in the studies to

have statistical significance, and consideration of the urban economic and sociological theory and

research referenced in Chapter II, we obtained'data on sales prices and the following variables

atrecting the value of residential property:

Seles Price Date Collccted F'or Singfefemily Homcs

The only tlpe of use selected to be studied using the hedonic method was single-family residential.

We selected single-family use because most of the stations selected fo.r study are in primarily single-

family residential areas and sales price data was more readily available from a commercial source. We

obtained approximately 2,000 sales within a one-mile radius around the 16 original stationJstudy

areas that occurred betwe€n January and November 1996. This met the criterion of a short-time

span. The geographic areas around stations for which we obtained sales price data enabled us to

mea$re the change in singlefrrnily house values as a function of distance from the stations, holding

all other measurable characteristics constant. Once the distance measure from each station was

obtained, the sales price and distance were graphed to identify outlying data points and eliminate

these from the data set. Some observations were missing structural or other variables such as living

are4 lot size or age of home. These observations were eliminated from the final data set, Therefore,

for the final equation, the sample consisted of 1,34E observations.
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Structural Data

Living area of residence (square feet)

Lot size (square feet)

Age of properry (years)

The three sfuctural variables for each sale transaction have been obtained from a commercial source

known as Experian (formerly TRW). This firm collects residential and commercial sales data on a

national basis from local assessors'offices, We were unable to include a variable that may have

provided orplanatory power of sales price; number of bedrooms and bathrooms data was unavailable

from Experian. The living area and lot size variables serve as a proxy for number of bedrooms and

bathrooms.

Neishborhood Dete

Social area

1990 Census median household income at block group level

1990 Census household income by income category ($0-14,999; $15,000-24,999, ac.) at block

group level

Percent of households in 1990 that are owner-ocorpied

Percent population African-American in 1990

Percent population Hispanic in 1990

For the neighborhood variables, five of the six identified variables were available from the 1990

Census. Each home sale observation's block number was identified on Census block maps. Using

the block numhrsi the neighborhood variables were obtained for each observation, Social area can

be meas.red in terms of school test scores or oime rates. We used household income as a zubstitute

measure of social areas because other data (school test scores and crime rates) were not available at

the necessary geographic level. Household income was measured at the block-group lwel, the
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smallest geogaphic unit available for this variable, in order to minimize variations in income

differences within the same studylstation area. Percent of owner-occupied housing, percent of

population African-American and percent of population Hispanic were measured at the block level.

Datr on Stetion Characteristics

Facility described in terms of parking, amenity and structure characteristics

Frequency of freight service

Whether freight service operates on a particular line was eliminated from the model because almost

all ofMetra's cornmuter rail lines have freight service. Frequency of freight s€rvice, however, was

substituted as a variable. With regard to the characteristics of station facilities, this variable was

measred by three rariables: amenities available at the station, parking available at the station and the

type of structure (e.g, platform or fully enclosed building). RTA CTA and Metra staffand field

inspections were the sources of information for the variables on the characteristics of the stations.

Trensportetion Acccss Dett

Distance from nearest CTA or Metra station (fe€t)

Distance from nearest freeway interchange (feet)

Commuter rail travel time from neaxest station to CBD (minutes)

Average commute time of community/municipality in which residence is located (minutes)

Four transportation access vuiables were used in the model, Both distance to the nearest station and

distance to the nearest freeway interchange were measured as straiglrt line distances from each

residential sale.

To obtain distance measures for each sale, we contracted with the Chicago Area Geographic

Information Study (CAGIS) at the University of Illinois at Chicago. CAGIS used a Geographic
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Information System (GIS) program to measure the longitude and latitude of each observation.

fucView, the GIS program use{ located each home. The geocoding was based on TIGER 94 base

files, which are map files developed and used by the U,S. Census, Approximately eight percent of

the obsenrations in Cook County and24 percent of the DuPage County observations were unable to

be geocoded. These lost observations were unable to be geocoded because ArcView could not

match a given address to a location in the TIGER geographic base file, One reason for this is that

TIGER files are not updated as quickly as new addresses are created.

The RTA maintains a database of relevant transportation system locations, such as highway

interchanges and train stations. The RTA using the geocoded observations provided by CAGIS,

measured the distance in miles from each remaining observation to both the closest highway

interchange as well as the closest transit station.

Commuter rail traveltime from the nearest station to the CBD was used based on train schedules

posted by Metra and the CTA Average commute time for each station af,ea was used with data from

the 1990 Census. For each station area other than those stations in Chicago, the respective

municipality was used for average commute time. For stations in Chicago, the City of Chicago

Planning Depaf,tment has divided the City nto 77 community areas and each station was matched

with its community area to identify average commute time,

0ther Varieble

Seasonal Effect

Four variables were added to the model to measure the impact of any seasonal effect on sale prices,

The four variables represent fall, winter, spring and summer.
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SAMPLING OF STATION STUDY AREAS

Stations Selected

In meetings with RTA Metra and CTA representatives, we considered a broad variety of station

areas and selected 16 station areas based on the criteria described below:

The station areas represent different service areas and different station tlpes (i.e, above

ground at grade, elevated, subway, etc.);

The station areas had to be representative ofthe type and qudity of service available for most

of the CTA or Metra lines:

The station areas had to be on commuter rail lines where freight operations are kept to a

minimum;

The station areas could not be between freeway medians; and

The station areas had to be reasonably homogeneous in terms of socioeconomic

characteristics.

The station areas selected were centered on the following CTA stations: Lindeq Logan Square,

Pulaski, Oak Park Avenue, Southport and Bryn Mawr. The station areas selected included the

following Metra stations: Rogers Park" Ravenswood, Hinsdale, Wheaton, Elmhurst, South Shore,

Flossmoor and Glenview. Two "combined- CTA and Metra station areas were selected: Davis

Street and Jefferson Park. The locations of these 16 station areas are shown on Map l.

Sales data within a one-mile radius of each of the stations at the center of each station area was

collected. Due to the close station spacing and proximity of "L" and commuter rail lines to each

4.

5 .
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MAP I

Selected CTA and Metra Station Areas
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other, particularly in areas near downtown Chicago, it was found that many sales observations were

acnnlly closer to stations other than one ofthe 16 original station ar€as. Therefore, an additional 79

stations were introduced into the data set in terms of the distance to nearest station and variables on

station-qpe characteristics.
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CHAPTER TV

MODEL SPECIFICATION TO ASSESS THE
EFTECT OF TRANSIT STATIONS ON RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY VALTIES

HYPOTHESES TESTED

The primary hypotheses we tested with a hedonic model and confirmed from interviews with

residential real estate brokers are as follows:

l. Proximity to CTA and Metra stations affects the valrte of single-family homes

positively and the benefits of transit station proximity will vary by distance from a

transit station:

A station is likely to act as a disamenity and have a negative effect on property values

of homes extremely close to a station (less than 300 fea); and

Multi-family uses may be relatively less sensitive to any extremely close-in disamenity effects

than single-family uses primarily as the result of differences in the product types.

MODEL SPECINCATION

We employed a hedonic price model to isolate the effect of proximity to CTA and Metra stations on

single-family home values. The g€,neral form of the mod,el reflects the variables identified in Chapter

II to influence housing values:

1996 single-frmily home sales price o = f (stnrctural characteristics of house 6p neighborhood

variables o type of station 11p transportation access variables ril ), where i indicates a specific

home sale.
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We conducted ordinary least squares regression analysis to estimate housing price variations across

a sample of 1,348 home sales as a function of distance from a CTA or Metra station. We tested a

variety of model specifications, incorporating the characteristic variables so as to estimate their

impacts, or separate their effects on housing values. The explanatory variables used in the model

specifications were chosen in accordance with housing and land value theory, which suggests, as

described in Chapter II, that housing prices depend upon the levels and combinations of structural,

neighborhoo4 accessability and amenity characteristics of a house. Key variables used in the model

include living area and lot size of the house, percent of households in different income groups,

distance to the nearest station, and other descriptive variables listed below. The ef;lect of these

variables on the sales price of homes will be disoussed in Chapter V.

The final hedonic regression equation includes the following explanatory variables and form:

LN[996 House Sales Price (PJ] = bo *brXru...+ 4X* + % 
t

where Pi is house sales price, X,o through X* are various variables that influence sales price, I

through bo are coefrcients and et is a normally distributed eror term with zero mean and constant

variance. The X,, through fu variables that influence price consist of:

AGEi =

DISSTATION' =

DISSTAT2, =

DISTMi =

LIVINq =

LOTi =

PCTOWNE\ =

PCTBLACKT =

age of home in years;

distance to neaxest station in lineal fea;

squared distance to nearest station in lineal feet;

distance to nea^rest highway interchange in lineal fe*;

total living area of i6 house in square feet;

lot area of i6 house in square feet;

percent of block households in 1990 that are homeowners;

percent of block population that was African-American in 1990;

t  L^ = log.where e = 2.718...
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PCTHISPi = percent of block population that was Hispanic in 1990;

RAILTIMEi = rail travel time in minutes from the nearest station to the Chicago CBD;

AVGCOMMUTET = average commute time in minutes for residents in the municipality or

community in which i6 house is located;

PERLOWINCOMEi = percent of block goup households that had incomes less than $14,999 in

1990;

PERHIINCOME = percent ofblock group households that had incomes of $100,000 or more in

1990; ;

MEDINCOME = median household income in 1996 dollars of block group in which i6 house

is located;

WII\ffE&

January or February;

SLJMME& = 0-l dummy variable; I if ifr house is sold during sunmer months of June, July

or August.

We used the natural log of sales price as the dependent variable. With such a formulation, the

coeffrcients ofthe equation can be interpreted as the percentage change in sales price for a unit

change in the independent variable. The confidence level and t- statistic are shown for each variable

in the regression equation. The confidence level and t-statistic suggest the probability that the

indicated coefficient was not likely to occur randomly. These are shown on Table I in Chapter V,

Because data on the number ofbedrooms and bathrooms was not available, the size of lot and house

square footege variables serve as proxies ofthe stnrctural characteristics. Both ofthese variables are

hypothesized to be positive and significant (i.e., sales price is expected to increase with size of home

and lot size). The other structural characteristic, age of home, is hypothesized to be negatively

associated with sales price. Typically, all other things being equal, sales price may be less for an older

home because it is likelv to be more obsolete than a newer home.
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Ofthe neighborhood characteristics, percentage of households with income over $100,000, median

household income and percentage of owner-oecupied households are hypothesized to be positively

associated with sales price, where the opposite effect is expected for households with incomes under

$14,999.

The transportation access variables, distance to nearest station and distance to nearest highway

interchange, are hypothesized to behave negatively. If distance from the station or the highway

interchange increases, then price is expected to decline.

For station characteristic variables, we anticipate based on our review of the literature, parking and

freight service to have negative effects on housing prices due to the noise, congestion and odor

associated with both parking lots and frequent freight trains, A fully enclosed station and the

presence of station amenities are expected to less negatively impact housing prices.

In addition to the coefficient estimates and confidence levels, the R-squared value for each equation

is also shown. The R-squared value ranges from zero to one, and is a measure of how much of the

variation in housittg prices is explained by the independetrt variables included in the model. The closer

a R-squared value to one, the more likely the estimated regression equation fits the data quite well,

while a R-squared value closer to zero implies that the estimated regression equation does not fit the

data very well.

The results of the statistical analysis described above are presented in the next chapter,
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

The results of applying the data to the final form of the hedonic model's regression equation are

shown in Table l. Table I presents the estimated coefrcients of each variable as well as the t-statistic

and confidence level of each variable. All but four of the variables of the final equation were

statistically significant above the 95 perc€nt confidence lwel2. The final model explains approximately

50 percent of the variance in the sample of sales prices. The percentage of variation in sale price

explained by the model is within the range of variation explained by the models in the studies we

rwiewed. The model produces statistically significant results concerning the effect of distance from

a station station on residential property values.

Removittg the four variables with confidence levels below 95 percent does not increase the robustness

of the model. Because these variables influence housing values in an economic sense, and their

absence from the model does not increase its explanatory power, they were retained in the final

equation.

We were unable to obtain data on a variety of station characteristics for dl stations. Accordingly,

we did not include variables on station characteristics in the final model described below because we

did not have this information available for all observations. We did, however, run the hedonic model

including station characteristics on a smaller sample. Appendix C presents the results of this analysis.

' A95 percent confidence level indicates that 95 times out of 100 the analyst could expect
to obtain the same results, or in other words, there is only a five percent probability that the
results are a random occurrence.
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TABLE 1
Model Coeflicients and T-Statistics

Vanable

CONSTANT

AGE
Age of home (Years)

DIST{WY
Distance to nearest highway rnterchange (feet)

DISSTATION
Distance to nearest statio'n (feet)

DISSTAT2
Distance to nearest station squared (feet)

LIVING
Total living area ofhouse (square feet)

LOT
Lot area ofhouse (square feet)

PCTOWNER
Percent of block horrseholds in 1990 that are hmreoumers

PCTBLACK
Percent of block population that was Afiicon-Anerican in 1990

PCTHISP
Perce, t of block population that was Hispanio in 1990

RAILTIME
Rail Eavel time from nearest station to Chicago CBD (minutes)

AVGCOMMUTE
Average cornmute time fc residents of municipality or cmnrrnity in
whrch house is located (minutes)

PERLOWINCOME
Peroent of block grory populatim that had rncomes less than $14,999 in
1990

PERHIINCOME
Percent of block group population that had incomes of $100,000 or more
in 1990

Coefficient

12.266

0.0015

-0.000009

-0.0001

0.0000001

0.0002

2.40 98%

-2.97 99/o

-3.33 99!/o

1.65 Wo

10.73 99/o

0.000003 2.06

-0.28 4.78

4.65 -5.85

-0.35 -3.38

0.004 3.83

96%

99/o

99/o

99/o

99/o

4.012 -1 .38 83o/o

432 -2.04 960/o

t .79 14.7 | 99/o

T- Confidence
Statistic level
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Table 1, continued

Variable

MEDINCOME
Median household income in 1996 dollars of block group for which i6
house is located

WINTER
0-l dummy variable; I if hor.ne was sold during winter months of
Deo€trnber, January on February

SUMMER
0- l dunmy variable; I if house was sold during zummer months of June,
JulyoAugnst

R-squared

Source : Crrttefi Crrrr€n + Associates

L Confidence
Coefficie,nt Ststistic level

.0000004 1.05 7V/o

4 . t2 -2.6 99/o

0.05 1.68 9lo/o

.477
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j

/

RESULTS OF MODEL OPERATION/STATISTICAL AN^dLYSIS

The statistical analysis accords with the hypothesis that proximity to CTA and Metra stations affect

the value of single-family houses and that proximity to transit stations has a positive price effect on

zuch properties. The rezults in Table I indicate that home prices decline as distance from the station

increases and this negative effect, or inverse relationship, is statistically significant. The coefficient

is interpreted as the percentage change in sales price for a unit change in the independent variable.

Thereforg this sales price decline is approximately 0.01 percent as distance from the station increases

by one foot. fur increase of distance of 100 feet from a station results in a one percent decrease in

price. To capture the non-linearity etrect, or in other words, that the presence of a transit station does

not affect the value of property for an infinite distance and that the price effect is not sonstant over

distance, we included a distance squared variable (DISTSTAT2). This variable sh{)ws that at

approximately one mile (5,300 feet), the decline in home prices, as a function of increasing distance

from the station, reaches a local minimurq after whic[ home prices begin to rise with riistance.

Home values also decline as distance from the nearest highway interchange increases, although the

negative effect is smaller than the effect for distance to the nearest stition.

Table 2 presents the results of using the equation to estimate in 500 foot incrernents, the price of a

typical or average house beginning at 500 feet from a station. This table shows the home value

premium associated with transit proximity, holding all other variables constant. We have measured

the impact of distance on housing price up to 5,000 feet from a station. Price is positively related

to proximity to the station. The table also indicates the percentage increase in price as the distance

from the station decreases.

The prices of representative homes shown in Table 2 are estimated using the estimated hedonic

equation and the mean value of each variable from the data set. Table 3 displays the means and

standard deviations of the independent variables used in the model. For example, to calculate the
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TABLE 2

Estimeted Effect of Relative Proximitv to a Station Site on Housins Velues

Distance to Station
(Feet)

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

Estimated Price
ofTypical House '

$

253,318

242,050

232,443

224,336

2t7,597

2t2 , t t8

207,814

204,618

202,48r

201,370

Percent Differenc€ in Price
From House 50@-Ft. Away 2

25.80

20.20

is.+g

I 1 . 4 0

8.06

5.34

3.20

l . 6 l

0.55

0.00

I Pnces estrmated using all coefficients with confide,oce levels
of80 percent or gr€ater.

2 The percent ditrereoce is calculated as the difference betwee,n the price of a home at ttre specified distance and the
pnce of the home at 5,000 feet.

Source: Crruen Crruen + Associates
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TABLE 3
Variable Meens and Stenderd Devietions

Variable

AGE
Age of home (Years)

DIST{WY
Distance to nearest highway interchange (feet)

DISSTATION
Distance to neaxest station (feet)

DISSTAT2
Distance to nearest station squared (feet)

LIVING
Total living area ofhouse (square feet)

LOT
lot area ofhorrse (square feet)

PCTOWNER
Perp€,nt of block households in 1990 that are homeonmers

PCTBLACK
Percent of block porpulation that was African-American in 1990

PCTHISP
Percent of block populatim th* was Hispanic in 1990

RAILTIME
Rail tavel time from nearest statim to Chicago CBD (minutLes)

AVGCOMMUTE
Average commute trme formunicrpality or commrmity in which house is

located (minutes)

PERLOWINCOME
Percent ofblock group households thst hsd incomes less than $14,999 io

1990

PERHIINCOME
Percent of block grorry households that had incomes of $100,000 u mone in

1990

Mean

7 l .03

9,7n.6l

2,464.24

7,576,036.92

1,492.42

7,027.54

0.66

0.05

0 . 1 I

27.96

29.11

0 . 1 6

0 . 1 3

Standard
Deviation

26.75

5,691.96

r,226.65

7,967,955.73

795.20

10,744.24

0.30

0 . 1 6

0 . 1 8

t4,62

2 . t9

0 . t2

0 . 1 7
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Teble 3, continued

Variable

MEDINCOME
Median household inmme in 1996 dollars of block group for which i6
house is located

wINTER
0- l dummy vanable; I if house was sold during winter months of December,
January or February

SUMMER
0-l durnny variable; I if house was sold during suruner months of Jrme, July
on August

Number of Observations

Source: Crnrn Gru€n + Assooiates

Mean

ss378.58

0 . 1 5

0.36

1348

Standard
Deviation

41595.13

0.35

0.48
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estimated price of an average house 500 feet away from a station, the following calculation is made.

House pr ice :  eQ2.2656 
-0 .0001 .500+0.0000001 .500r  500-0 .000009)97n +0.0015 '  71+0.@o2.  t492

+0.000003 .7Q28 -.32 .0.16 + 1.79 r 0.13 - 0.65 r 0.05 - 0.35 '  0. l l  -  0.28 .0.66 + 0.004. 27.96 -

0 .012 |  2g . t t  -0 .12  r  0 .15  +0.05  |  0 .36)

Based on this equation, in terms of price per 500 feet, the price of a house 1,500 feet from a station

would be about 15 percent higher than the price for a house 5,000 feet from a station. For a home

that is within 500 f[]et of a station, this premium increases to 26 percent over a house that is 5,000

feet from the station.

PERFOR]VIANCE OF INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES

Many variables performed as hypothesized. The neighborhood variables, including the percent of

households with incomes under $14,999, produced statistically significant negative effects. The

percent of households with incomes of $100,000 or more has a positive effect that is statistically

significant. The results of these income variables are consistent with the prwious theoretical and

empirical findings that income, as a proxy for social desirability of an area, significantly influences

housing values.

The rezults for the percentage of owner-occupied households in a block was not orpected, Percent

of owner-ocorpied homes had an unexpected statistically significant negative eflect on home prices.

To better evaluate the unocpected results that the higher the proportion of owner-occupied housing,

the lower the home value, we performed regression analysis on the effect of percentage of owner-

occupied households on housing values by neighborhood income characteristics (i.e., high- versus

low-income station areas). The results, which were statistically insignificant, do not permit us to

reach any verifiable conclusions. It is interesting to note, however, that the results associated with

our additonal regression analysis do not suggest that the effect of the proportion of owner-occupied

housing on housing values materially varies by the income level of a neighborhood.
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We would note that Landis and Cervero (5) had similar statisticially-significant results for their total

sample indicating that home values fell as the percentage of owner-occupied houses increased. They

apparently did not eromine whether the results for the overall sample varied by the income levels of

the areas studied and did not suggest an explanation of their results. While we cannot explain the

finding concerning the effect of percentage of owner-occupied households on housing values, we

would point out that our model indicates that income variables are a more dominant influence than

the percent of owner-occupied households on residential property values.

All of the structural variables, - lot area" living area of house and age of home - have statistically

significant positive effects. The lot area and living area of house variables performed as expected.

Age ofhome, howwer, was orpected to have a negative effeot on residentid property values. While

this subject warrants further investigatiorL one plausible orplanation for the statistically significant

positive eflect of age of home may be, that as is the case generally, the most desirable areas in

communities tend to be dweloped earlier than less desirable areas. This results in older homes

commanding a price premium due to other characteristics, such as transit station proximity, that

reflect desirability of a neighborhood.

The positive effect of age of home finding may also suggest that those who reside in more afluent

neighborhoods can better afford to purchase, renovate and maintain fine vintage homes than less

affluent groups, who may purchase older homes in less desirable neighborhoods because they tend

to be less opensive than new homes. This preliminary conclusion reflects our analysis of the model's

results for individual stations. For example, three station areas had significant results with respect

to age of home. Flossmoor, a higher-income are4 had a positive effea on sale price for age of home.

The Pulaski and Belmont ststion areas, each less afruent areas, had a negative effect on sale price for

age of home.

The only seasonal effect that produced a significant effect on home price was the winter variable,

which had a negative effect.
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With regard to the transportation accessibility variable, rail travel time to the CBD had a positive

significant etrect. This rezult may indicate more desirable communities are located further away from

the CBD, thereby resulting in an increase in home values as rail travel time increases.

TRANSIT STATIONS EFFECTS ON PROPERTY
VALUES LOCATED EXTREMELY CLOSE TO STATIONS
AND OTHER RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS WITH REAL ESTATE BROKERS

We were unable statistically to test the hypothesis that stations may act as a disamenity and have a

negative effect on property values of homes extremely close to a station. We had very few sales

obsenrations that were less than 300 feet from a station. The literature review described in Chapter

II suggests the empirical finding of a positive effect on the value of homes located near CTA and

Metra transit stations may at least not apply to homes located ortremely close to stations. While in

a srbsequent analysis, consideration should be given to measring the distance to the rail rigftt-of-way

as a proxy to statistically estimate any associated disamenity effects, to test this disamenity hypothesis

as part ofthe current sdy, we conducted intenriews with residential real estate brokers familiar with

the housing markets around transit stations in which they operrie. We interviewed brokers

knowledgeable about the Oak Parb Hinsdale, Wheatoq Pulaski, and Logan Square station areas.

The rezults ofthese interviews $ggest the erdst€nce of externalities in terms of noise, views, intrusion

on privacy or congestion with respect to homes located extremely close to transit stations, These

disamenity effects may be minimized by sensitive design and planning actions, including the use of

noise reduction materials, and landscaping.

Our intenriews and retiiew of the literanre also zuggest that disamenity effects may apply to a greater

extent to single-family homes than multi-family uses. Multi-family uses appear to be relatively less

sernitive than singlefamily homes to disamenity effects. This reflects differences in the housing tlpes.

For example, the nature of apartment building construction and layout is likely to reduce the noise

or intrusion of privacy for apartment dwellers compared to residents of single-family structures. The

postulated relative immunity to disamenity effects associated with multi-family us€s may also reflect

that preferences for transit and other trade-offs concerning the various characteristics and services
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comprising the housing bundle vary between apartment renters and single-family home owners.

Apartment dwellers rnay be more likely to be transient and less likely to make long-term commitments

to their units. Therefore, they are less likely to be concerned about such disamenities. Several of the

brokers indicated that frequently apartment seekers indicate their preference to be near the train

stations in their areas. Apartment facilities located closer to train stations were reported to obtain

higher rents or occupancy rates than comparable apartments less convenientlyJocated to train

stations.

In the west tfinsdale station are4 where homes are reported to range from $300,000 to $600,000 and

Logan Square station area, where homes are reported to average $120,000, the brokers with whom

we spoke indicated that a major change had occurred over the past few years in the 6'pe of

households moving to the a^reas. In each case, the locations were reported to increasingly apped to

younger, higher-income professionals or other individuals in "white collar" occupations, many of

whom commute via train to places of employment in the central business district of Chicago. The

presence of nearby train stations appear to have contributed to the enhancement of neighborhood

dairability from these households moving into the station areas. All the brokers mentioned that for

listings near the station they advertise this fact as a "selling point".

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the empirical analysis demonstrate that whether located in lower- or higher-income

neighborhoods, the presence of a transit station by itself has a positive effect on single-home property

values.

The statistical analysis srongly indicates the significance of structural and neighborhood variables on

the sales prices of homes. All other things equal, the perception of neighborhood desirability is a

dominant influence and more important than the presence of a station per se. The same home in a

socially desirable neighborhood will tend to sell for more than a home in a less desirable

neighborhood, even if the home in the less desirable neighborhood is located near a transit station.
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Consistent with the theoretical literature reviewed in Chapter tr, the increased price for homes located

near transit stations zuggests that the enhanced accessibility and savings of future transportation costs

from living near transit stations are capitalizal into home prices. The estimated average premium for

living between 500 feet and one-half mile of a CTA or Metra station ranges up to approximately

$36,000. This premium is derived based on the difference as shown on Table 2 between the price of

a home 500 feet from a station of approximately $253,000 and the price of a home at 2,500 feet from

a station of approximately $218,000. Assuming a discount rate of eight percent (approximately the

current interest rate for long-term home loan mortgages) and a financing term of 25 years, the

estimated proximity premium translates into approximately a capitalized cost of $3,400 per year to

live in a neighborhood near transit service.

As$tming a resident commutes to work in the loop, parking costs alone would likely average S1,625,

conservatively based on 250 days per year at a rate of $6.50 per day. Obviously, in addition to

enhancing transportation options, availability of transit service may also facilitate the avoidance of

some costs of owning and operating an automobilg or pernrit the avoidance of owning a second car.

The American Automobile Association estimates the cost of owning and operating an automobile at

a minimum of $4,500 per year. This estimate includes maintenance, gas, financing and inzurance

costs.

Comparing the estimated annual capitalized cost of housing proximate to a station about $3,400 to

estimated parking and annual automobile costs of approximately $6,100 suggests the parking and

automobile cost savings proximity of transit makes obtainable are likely to more than offs€t the

increasing housing price, plus the cost of commuting by train. Thus, the estimated premium estimatd

for housing near transit stations appears reasonable.
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Effect Studied:

Date of Study:

Author of Study:

Study Area:

Methodology:

Accessibility
measure:

APPENDD( A

Summeries of Litereture Review of Transit Ceoitalization Studies

Efflect of proximity to a BART station on single-family home sale
prices and multi-family rental rates, and values of commercial
buildings and land.

January 1995

John Landis and Robert Cervero

Contra Costa and Alameda counties, California

Hedonic regression model used 2,400 single family home
transactions in Alameda and Contra Costa counties for the
second quarter of 1990. Hedonic model used for
commercial building and land values from 1987 through
1993. Hedonic model used on 1994 multi-family rents for
60 apartment units in select Contra Costa BART stations.

Roadway distance from each home to the nearest BART
statioq roadway distance from each home to the nearest
freeway interchange; adjacency to the nearest BART line
(measured within 300 meters of an above-ground transit
line); and adjacency to the nearest freeway (measured within
300 meters of an above-ground freeway)

1990 single family home prices in Alameda and Contra
Costa counties declined by about $2.00 per meter of
distance from the nesrest BART station. Proximity to a
BART station does not incresse commerical building or land
values. There is a small premium for multi-family rental
rates associated with proximity to a BART station.

Findings:

' Effect Studied: Impact of both station and right-of-way proximity on single-family
homes in the Boston af,ea.



Appendix A, continued

Summaries of Literature Review of Trensit Caoitalization Studies

Date of Study: January 1994

Author of Study: Robert J. Armstrong, Jr.

Study Area: Thirty-eight communities in Boston along Fitchburg/Gardno Line
of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA)

Methodology: Hedonic regression model used 451 single-family home
sales for June through August 1990.

Accessibility
measure: Local accessibility to the rail station or highway interchange

measured by local access time; regional accessibility
represented by mainline travel times on either the rail line or
highway network.

Findings: Single-family homes located in communities with a
cornrnuter rail station have a value which is approximately
6.7 percent greater than homes in other communities.
Residences within walking distance of the station indicate a
negative eflect on property value as distance to the station
decreases within one mile from the station. Results of
proximity to the commuter rail right-of-way are
inconclusive due to the line's sharing freight rail service.

Effect Studied: furalyzed sales prices of homes located near light-rail transit
stations in Portland, Oregon.

Date of Study: 1993

Author of Study: Musaad Al-Mosain4 Kenneth Dueker and James Strathman

Study fuea: Transit corridor containing neighborhood-t1pe LRT stations which
are located in established low- and medium-density residential areas
and where stations are directly accessible by walking from nearby
residential areas.

Methodology: Used trvo hedonic models with 1988 sales data. The first
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Summaries of Litereture Review of Transit Caoitdization Studies

model uses 235 sales of homes located within the 1,000-
meter band width along the LRT line, but distinguishes
those that are within 500 meters of actual walking distance
to a station. The second model used 90 sales of homes that
are within a 500-meter zone of actual walking distance.

Accessibility
measure: Walking distance to the station,

Findings: The first model found that single-family homes within a 500 meter
walk of the station sold at a premium of 94,324 when compared to
properties located within the study area but with walking distances
greater than 500 mgters. The total contribution of proximity to
stations on home prices was about 10.6 percent. The second model
found a statistically weak negative price gradient for homes within
the 500-meter zone. This implies a positive influence of proximity
the closer the home is to an LRT station.

Efu Studied: Impact of the development of the Mami Metrorail system on
residential property values proximate to its station locations.

Date of Study: February 1993

Author of Study: Dean H. Gatdaffand Marc T. Smith

Study Area: Eight stations along the rail line that represent a wide variety of
neighborhood characteristics. Station locations are selected in
township sections which contain only one rail station.

Methodology: Hedonic'regression modelused for 912 properties that had sales
dates betrveen l97l and 1990.

Accessibility
measure: Distance of the property from the Metrorail station measured in

tenths of a mile.
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Summeries of Literature Review of Transit Caoitalizetion Studies

Findings: Rail development announcement impact on residential properry
values was weak. Impact also does not vary signficantly by
property distance from the station. Impacl is varied, howerrer,'
across neigbborhood t1pes.

Effect Studied: Identified the effect of elwated beavy-rail transit stations on single-
family homes with respect to neighborhood income lwels.

Date of Study: 1992

Author of Study: Arthur Nelson

Study Area: Area within DeKalb County, Atlanta, Creogia that is divided
into "north" and "south" subareas sepaxated by the
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (IvIARTA)
track.

Methodology: Used hedonic regression model for 286 single-family home
sales in the "nofth" subarea and I 16 in the "south" subarea
for 1986.

Accessibility
measure: Distance to the nearest MARTA station measured in 100-foot units.

Findings: In the south subarea" a house declines in value by $1,045 for wery
100 fu it was further away from a station. In the north subarea,
for wery 100 feet further away from the statioq a house increased
in value by $965. Author cannot conclusively det€rmine whether
observed effects are related to transit station distance, or whether
some of the effects are due to proximity to less desirable
neighborhoods.

Effect Studied: Estimated the house value premium in Philadelphia associated with
CBD-oriented train sendce provided by the Southeastern
Pennyslvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)



Date of Study:

Author of Study:

Study Area:

Methodology:

Accessibility
measure:

Findings:

Effect Studied:

Date of Study:

Author of Study:

Study Area:

Methodology:
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Summaries of Literature Review of Transit Ceoitalizetion Studies

March 1992

Richard Voith

Montgomery County, Philadelph4 Pennsylvania

Used hedonic regression modelfor 59,490 sales of single-
family homes that took place between 1970 and 198t.

Train accessibility is measured by whether the house is in a census
tract designated as having train service; highway travel time to the
CBD; average commute time of all residents ofthe census tract (to
measure auto accessibility to other employment destinations).

Accessibility to CBD is capitalized into suburban house
values. The estimated value of CBD accessibility fluctates
with the economic hedth of the oity, indicating that the
central city economy is an important factor in the overall
wedth of suburban communities. For the last four years of
the sample, house value premiums associated with train
service increased nearly 145 percent, mirroring a period of
rapid development of Philadelphia's CBD and the relative
hedth of the city as a whole.

Evaluated the pre-servce impacts on single-family home prices in a
market thorugh which a light rail transit system passes in
Vancouver, Canada.

1988

Bruce Ferguson" Michael Goldberg and Johnathan Mark

Vancouver proper (even though LRT line passes through
several other municipalities)

Used hedonic regression model for 13,064 single-family
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home sales from l97l to 1983.

Accessibililty
measure: Straight-line distance from the properties to the nearest LRT station

and to the nearest LRT line; straight-line distance from blocks
where property was located to the CBD.

Findings: The market took about three years to react after the
announcement of station locations. In 1983, the value of a
property decreased by $4.90 per foot of distance from the
statioq but only for homes within 1,800 feet of a station,
Prior to 1983, there was no market reaction to the
announcement of transit service.

Effect Studied: Effect of proximity to BART station on demographic
characteristics of tenants. and on multi-unit rental rates.

Date of Study: Summer 1996

Author of Study: Robert Cervero

Study Area: San Francisco East Bay fuea suburban BART stations: Pleasant Hill,
Bayfair, South Flayrard, Union City, Freemont.

Methodology: Demographics: matched-pair comparison between units within one-half
mile of BART stations and those in census tracts over one-half mile away.
Transit-based demographic information derived from self-administered
resident questionnaires; surrounding census tract data from US Census.
Rental rates: matched-pair comparison between rental units in three BART
station submarkets with thos€ further away, using data real estate broker-
supplied information. A hedonic model comparing units within one-quarter
mile of the Pleasant Hill BART station with those over one-quarter mile
away was also developed using proprietary information.
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Accessibility
measure:

Findings:

Etu Studied:

Date of Study:

Author of Study:

Study Area:

Methodology:

Accessibility
measure:

Findings:

Straight-line distance to BART station; presence of on-site amenities.

Demographic data confirmed hypotheses: greater numbers of whites and
Asians, greater numbers of white-collar workers, and decressed automobile
ownership. l0 to 15 percent rent premiums for transit-proximate housing
in two of the three BART station submarkets studied using matched-pairs;
no impact in the last submarket. Hedonic modeling daermined a $34 rent
premium for units within a quarter-mile of the Pleasant Hill BART station.
fui apparent connection between density and closeness to stations was also
noted.

Proximity to Washington D.C. Metrorail station on residential
income property rent and value.

April 1994

John D. Benjamin and G. Stacy Sirmans

Washington D.C.

Hedonic model for dependent monthly rent variable. Independent variables
include: physical characteristics (number of bedrooms/bathrooms, utilities
paid, available parking, high rise building, fireplace, washer/dryer hook-
ups); zip code location; occupancy rat for each complex as a percentage of
total apartment units in the complex; requirement of a security deposit;
distance to Metrorail station in tenths of miles. Estimation performed using
both OLS and 3SLS.

Distance fiom Metrorail station in tenths of miles.

OLS coefficient found for distance measure of -.0242. Indicates that with
each one-tenth of a mile distance away from Metorail station" monthly rent
decreases by 2.a2 percent. 3SLS coefficient found of -.026; a 2.6 percent
decrease for each one-tenth mile.

Source: Gruen Gruen + Associates
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Summaries of Litereture Review of Hedonic Models for
Estimetins Residential Land and Prooertv Valucs

Article:
Journal and Date:
Author:
Abstract:

This article develops and tests a model of residential land values, using Los
fuigeles County as the test subject. The model posits that land values within
residential, commercial and industrial uses as a function of four variables:
accessibility to economic activities, amenities, topography, and historical factors.
The model's principal tool is multiple regressiorg using quantitative proxies to
represent qualitative variables.

Accessibility is represented by a formula which daermines its value in relation to
local and distanced employment opportunities. Amenities are proxied using the
average value of residential units on a block. Topography, defined as natural and
physical characteristics of the site, is represented by dummy variables determined
by mountainous sites. Finally, historical factors, defined as the use of the land for a
defunct purpose, while noted, were apparently not significant enough to be used in
the final regression model.

FindingVConclusions:
Holding the other variables constant, a clear relationship was shown between
accessibility to "urban activity' and land value, but that this relationship varied
with the sample data. Including the unenities variable underscored a negative
relationship between distance from the CBD and land value. The topographic
dummy also.indicated a negative efect on land value. The author concludes that
because the variables studied are correlated, it is "difficult to appraise the
significance of the regression models", lnstead, the author suggests improvernents
to the model and sample data.

"The Determinants of Residential Land Values"
Land Economics (November 1965), Vol. 41, No. 4
Eugene F. Brigham

"The Specification of Hedonic Indexes for Urban Housing"
Land Economics (February1982), Vol. 58, No. I
Richard V. Butler

Article:
Journal and Date:
Author:
Abstract:

This article examines the concept of "approximately correct specification",
showing that fewer variables are needed in hedonic indices than previously
thought. Any hedonic model necessarily excludes potential variables, but that
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empirical approximations can prove sufficient for analytical purposes . A 1967
survey of St. Louis households was used as the sample set.

The author compared the results of hedonic modeling using variables taken from
c€nsus dat4 such as gross rent and age of the structure, with variables specific to
the survey, such as lot size and distance to the CBD. Importantly the St. Louis
data were generally nonstructural. The c€nsus data was used in a restricted model
and the St. Louis data was employed in a benchmark model, both analyzed in joint
F tests, magnitude of bias, standard efrors of estimate, rank order correlations and
forecasting, The comparison determined the specification bias of the extended
model in comparison to the restricted model,

FindingVConclusions:
All tests performed on the two data sets rwealed that there was little
differentiation between the results. The standard error rezults, especially, erridence
uthat whatwer biases arise from orcluding... (nonstructurd) housing
characteristics have little practical impact", The results er/idence a subtle
diference in specification bias between structural and no,r.structural variables, with
structural variables generally not promoting bias. Researchers can save money by
restricting structural variables needed for waluation. Nonstructuralvariables, on
the other hand, can oause large bias if a "fairly complete" variable list (such as the
one in the St. Louis dataset) is not included.

Article:
Journal and Date:
Author:
Abstract:

"The Estimation of Demand Parameters in Hedonic Models"
Journal of Political Economy (January 1987), Vol. 62, No. 2
T.J. Bartik

This article contends that hedonic models in their current format lead to biased
results. Because the individuals in the hedonic model cannot atrec't price functiorq
their decisions have no effect on (housing) suppliers. Therefore, the model suffers
from a lack of supply-demand interaction. Econometrically speaking wen in the
pres€nce of a perfectly elastic supply, consumers can still choose marginal prices.

This problem can be overcome by the introduction of exogenous variables which
shift the "household budget constraint". Using this idea (called 2SLS), the author
proposes a nonlinear hedonic function which takes into account these exogenous
variables. He then compares his new model with Rosen's original model (called
OLS), utilizing data from a survey of low-income renters in Pittsburgh and
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Summeries of Litereture Review of Hedonic Models for
Estimetine Residential Land rnd Proncrty Vdues

Phoenix.

FindingVConclusions:
The results of the modeling show that Rosen's model, in comparison to the new
method, is positively biased. The author concludes that most problerns with
hedonic modeling in the current form are due to the'endogeneity of ccrtain
variables and the lack ofexogenous variables. Therefore, research needs to show
which exogenous variables are relevant to the modeling effort.

Article:
Journal and Date:
Author:
Abstract:

This article is a survey of basic conoepts in hedonic modeling for housing markets,
which are considered as market prices reflecting the "composition and location of
existing residential capital and neighborhood components". The relative impact of
the two variables crn be seen by holding one constant while varying the other.
This method allows the researcher to compare submarkets according to both
structural and nonstructural characteristics. The author illustrates this concept
with a regression model using housing data from New Haverl Connecticut.

The model results evidence market segmentation between the inner city and the
suburbs, with the author concluding that price differentials are a major curse of
'flight'. Because of the differentials cursed by both structure and neighborhood
variables, it would be irresponsible to develop a hedonic characterization of an
entire market. Rather, separate hedonic modelings for submarkets should be
performed. Both segmented markets and heterogeneous housing stocks allow for
the price diferentials and inner city/suburban housing patterns.

FindingdConclusions:
Hedonic modeling for submarkets, using structural and neighborhood quality
variables, rweals price differentials obscured when single market aszumptions are

, made. Suburban flight is then seen as a rational reaction to these price
differentials. Using separate equations for different portions of the metropolitan
area therefore provide the researcher with greater insight into short-run market
behavior within that area.

"Hedonic Prices, Price Indices and Housing Maf,kets""
Journal of Urban Economics (1978), 5(4)
Allen C. Croodman

Source: Gruen Gruen + Associates
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APPENDX C

IMPACT OF STATION CEARACTERISTICS VARIABLES

We were unable to obtain data on a variety of station characteristics for all stations. The addition of

many more stations than originally selected because of the finding that homes sale observations were

located closer to stations not originally selected, made it impracticable to obtain sufficient data.

Accordingly, we did not include variables on station ctraracteristics in the final model described above

because these variables were not available for all 1,348 observations. Onty 34 of the 95 stations

studied had infoflnation on station characteristics available. Because we wanted to include as many

observations as possible thst had accessibility m@sures, we did not include these variables on station

characteristics in the final model. Therefore, we ran the hedonic model including these station

characteristics on a smaller sample of 847 observations.

Four aspects of each station were observed and introduced into the dataset as dummy variables:

frequency of freight service (high or lodnone);

station parking lot/lack of station parking lot;

station has an open platfonr/station is not an open platform (e.g., fully enclosed station); and

presence of station amenitieVlack of station amenities (e.g., newsstand, snack shop, etc. in

the station).

High levels of freight service was defined as a line having four or more trains a day, CTA stations

are on lines that either do not have freight service or have low levels of freight service. Five Metra

stations are on lines with high levels of freight service.

Gnnrnr Gnurn + AssocrATEs P^cE I
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Table I to Appendix C presents the coefficient, t-statistic and confidence level of the four variables

on station characteristics. Three variables behave as expected, while one variable did not have a

significant effect on sale price. Freight sewice had a significant negative effect on housing price. The

presence of parking also had a negative effect on the value of proximate single-family homes. This

may be due to the expected noise and congestion associated with parking lots adjacent to stations.

Obviously, howwer, parking is an important mode of access to transit, particularly for commuter rail

service. The type of station structure had a negative but statistically significant effect on price, It is

diffcult to draw conclusions regarding this variable. The type of station structure may be related to

other missing variables such as age or renovation of the station.

GRunnr Gnsrw + AssocrarEs PrcE E
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TABLE I to Appendir C

Cocfiicients end T-Statistics of Veqiables on Station Charecteristics

Variable

Station amenities

Station psrking

Frequency of freight s€rvic€

Enclosed station

Coefrcient

-0.038

4.155

4.174

-0.258

Souroe: Crruen Crru€n + Associatcs

4,682

-2.673

-2.2t5

-1.85

Confidence Level

50o/o

99/o

97o/o

94o/o
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